Bolus contaminant dispersion in oscillating flow in curved tubes.
The investigation of longitudinal dispersion of tracer substances in unsteady flows has biomechanical application in the study of heat and mass transport within the bronchial airways during normal, abnormal, and artificial pulmonary ventilation. To model the effects of airway curvature on intrapulmonary gas transport, we have measured local gas dispersion in axially uniform helical tubes of slight pitch during volume-cycled oscillatory flow. Following a small argon bolus injection into the flow field, the time-averaged effective diffusion coefficient (Deff/Dmol) for axial transport of the contaminant was evaluated from the time-dependent local argon concentration measured with a mass spectrometer. The value of (Deff/Dmol) is extracted from the curve of concentration versus time by two techniques yielding identical results. Experiments were conducted in two helical coiled tubes (delta = 0.031, lambda = 0.022 or delta = 0.085, lambda = 0.060) over a range of 2 < alpha < 15, 3 < A < 15, where delta is the ratio of tube radius to radius of curvature, lambda is the ratio of pitch height to radius of curvature, alpha is the Womersley parameter or dimensionless frequency, and A is the stroke amplitude or dimensionless tidal volume. Experimental results show that, when compared to transport in straight tubes, the effective diffusivity markedly increases in the presence of axial curvature. Results also compare favorably to mathematical predictions of bolus dispersion in a curved tube over the ranges of frequency and tidal volume studied.